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Enza Home is the concept brand of the Yataş Group, presented to the tastes to create new life concepts.

Enza Home refreshes your home with contemporary and rich details while transforming living 
spaces into a new center of elegance and comfort. We invite you to our nearest showroom to 
discover new collections of 2023 and explore the opportunities.

WHAT’S NEW AT ENZA HOME?



The importance of turning living spaces into comfortable, 
positive and liveable places is increasing day by day in 

recent years, when the time we spend at home has 
increased, as we have had to move away from social life. 
Houses are now the new cores of life as they sometimes 

turn into an o�ice, a school, a fun playground or
a pleasant socializing environment to spend

with friends.

New Core
of Life



1. RIGA SIDEBOARD  
Walnut and black color 
combination. Decorative 
shelves and 2 multi-purpose 
drawers. Metal matte black 
handle design congruent 
with the collection.

Sideboard

Sideboard Mirror 

2. ALICE LAMP

3. FLOW CARPET
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RIGA DINING ROOM, which combines distinguished material 
combinations with refined lines, presents an impressive example of 

the concept of contemporary luxury. While creating an eye-catching 
atmosphere in living spaces with the simple elegance of the dark 

walnut, black and metallic color combination, it emphasizes the linear 
elegance of the series with its metallic e�ect and black linear design on 

the sideboard covers.



Table (Extendable)

2 di�erent table alternatives, fixed and extendable. 
Special design lacquered legs and marble-like top 
surface application on the fixed table.

RIGA Chair RIGA Chair 
with Armrest

Table

1

2 different table 
alternatives

1. RIGA DINING TABLE
2 different table alternatives, 

design lacquered legs and 
marble-like top surface 

Riga Non-Extendable Table 
200x100 cm

Riga Chair with Armrest

Riga Chair 

Other Modules;

Riga Extendable Table 
160x100 cm
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Enriching the calm and noble color transitions with metal and leather
appearance details, RIGA TV UNIT creates a contemporary and

sophisticated atmosphere in living spaces.

1. RIGA TV UNIT
Classic and modern harmony. 

appearance. Use of premium materials.

a. Riga TV Unit Covered Module

b. Riga TV Unit with Drawer Module

c. Riga TV Top Module Small

Other Modules;

Riga TV Top Module Large

Riga TV Unit with Storage
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1. SIRONA SOFA
Quilted sewing application on 
the back and sides, optional 
special wooden lapels in black, 
walnut, and gold Colors on the 
arms.

Armchair    
(swivel leg - quilted)

2. SIRONA COFFEE TABLE
Dark gray glass on the center 
table top, walnut veneer top 
surface on the side table, 
tumbled gold metal legs.

Coffee Table

Side Table

3. ALYA CARPET
650,000 strokes per square 
meter, 60% polypropylene and 
40% polyester material.

Rising Comfort with 
Rich Details

With its strong aesthetics exalted in design details, SIRONA 
LIVING ROOM brings a modern and refined style approach 
to living spaces with its quilting and lapel application on its 

arms that add timeless elegance to the design.
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Highlighting modernity and geometrical 
setups, PAVIA PANEL COLLECTION impresses 
with the use of wooden-textured warm 
walnut color and the marble-looking top 
su�aces on the modules.

1. PAVIA SIDEBOARD

Modern wooden look. 

warm walnut color that 
highlights the naturalness 
Marble-looking pattern 
application on modules.

Sideboard

Sideboard Mirror



O�ering the advantage of creating di�erent 
combinations with large and small bookcase modules 
as well as TV modules, PAVIA TV UNIT brings a fresh 
breath of air to living spaces, highlighting naturalness.
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1. PAVIA TV UNIT

Modulation opportunity in 
the TV stand that can be 
personalized according to the 
user’s preference.

PAVIA MODULS

a. Small Bookcase 

b. Top Cabinet with Lift Doors 

c. TV Unit with Base

d. Large Bookcase

2. PAVIA COFFEE TABLE

Two size alternatives in the
coffee table.
Marble-patterned top surface on 
the small coffee table. 

Coffee Table

Side Table
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1. PAVIA SOFA

Bed feature in a 3-seat 
sofa, 3 different foot Colors 
alternatives as walnut, oak 
and anthracite.

Armchair

3. STAR FLOOR LAMP

anthracite Color alternatives.

H: 175 cm

2. SOLARO COFFEE TABLE Modular coffee table 
alternatives composed of different surfaces and 
Colors, aesthetic black metal legs.

Coffee table (rectangle) - smoked

Coffee table (square) - walnut

Coffee table (long) - marble pattern
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Refined Touch to Comfort
Bringing together the modern design style with ergonomic features that make

a di
erence, PAVIA LIVING ROOM adds a refined touch to decoration. Thanks to
its high comfortable seating and back structure, it brings the maximum comfort

into living spaces. With the feature of being a bed, the 3-seater sofa module
completes its striking aesthetic with functionality.



Functional Wood Elegance
The use of wooden textures in vertical and horizontal directions 
and the deep su
ace linear decor application bring a timeless 

and contemporary look to the forefront of the design. 

1. PAVIA HEADBOARD  
DESIGN WITH LIGHTING

2. PAVIA NIGHTSTAND

Modern wooden look.
Geometrical setups.
Deep surface linear decor 
application.

4. MIMOSA TABLE LAMP

combination of metal, 
leather and fabric in the 
footsteps of contemporary 
decoration.

5. HYPER CARPET

Hyper Carpet, easily adapts 
to many different decoration 
style with its lean design.

3. BEDFRAME
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A Functional Touch 
to Modernism
Combining its modern style with a highly 
comfortable seating area and ergonomic 
back cushions, CORDELL LIVING ROOM 
adds a contemporary touch to living 
spaces with its elegant design details. 
While reflecting a simple and elegant 
style with the special stitching application 
on the back cushion, it creates rich details 
in decoration with two di�erent foot Color 
alternatives as anthracite and walnut.
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1. CORDELL SOFA

High comfortable seating 
and ergonomic back cushion 
structure, 2 different legs, 
color alternatives.

Armchair

2. MATE CARPET

black Color transitions, 3 different 
size alternatives.

3. HAMPTON BOOKSHELF

Metal body, lacquered unit with

4 different Color alternatives.
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Stylish Design with   
High Comfort

O�ering high comfort in living spaces, FORTUNA 
LIVING ROOM completes its modern style with 

functional details. With its metal-supported 
wooden construction, comfortable seating 

structure and the ability to be a bed in a 3-seat 
sofa, FORTUNA LIVING ROOM provides a versatile 

usage advantage.

2

3-seat sofabed 
alternative
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1. FORTUNA SOFA
Comfortable seating structure, bed 
feature in 3 seat sofa, anthracite and
two different foot Colors, walnut 
alternatives.

Armchair

2. FAMA FLOOR LAMP
Black Color head design,
chrome details.
H: 160 cm

3. FAMA LAMP
Black Color head design,
chrome details. 
H: 55 cm



SPECTRUM CARPET COLLECTION, designed with a 
new generation aesthetic understanding that we are 
accustomed to see in contemporary decoration setups, 
stands out with its versatile use advantage provided by 
its extraordinary use of patterns and plain Colors. While 
it provides ease of cleaning by not trapping dust and 
dirt with its antistatic, anti-allergic structure, it o�ers 
comfortable use in many di�erent places thanks to its 
moisture resistant structure.

SPECTRUM
SERIES

1. 2. 

3. 4. 

5.  6.  

7.  8. 
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Ground 
Aesthetics 
Adding warmth and meaning to the space by referring to the sense of living, 

attitude as a rich detail. Enza Home carpet collection, in which a unique 

design approach that combines quality and aesthetics shows itself in every 

detail, carries the strong style color of the past to the spaces of the future 

following the pioneering decoration trends.

You can visit enzahome.com for Color and size information of the carpet collection.

FOCUS
CARPETS
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MODERN AND RICH SETUP
Combining modern design aesthetics with versatile
modular features, LEGATO DINING ROOM o	ers the
advantage of creating a personalized decoration
that can adapt to every square meter.

1. LEGATO SIDEBOARD
 

2 color alternatives as black and white.

Other Modules;
a. Sideboard
b. Sideboard Mirror
c. Legato 3 Drawers Module 80 cm

2. LEGATO DINING TABLE
 
 

Other Modules;
Legato Fixed Table with Wooden Legs 180x100 cm
Legato Extendable Table with Wooden Legs 180x100 cm
Legato Fixed Table with Metal Legs 200x100 cm
Legato Chair
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Original and Modular 
Decoration 

Bringing modern, original, and stylish details together,
LEGATO TV UNIT gains appreciation with its modular design. It is the 
complementary piece of the collection with the light oak and beige 

color combination and natural glass used on doors.
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1. LEGATO TV UNIT 
Matte surfaces for black and shiny 
surfaces for white options
Modules
a. 2 Drawer Module
b. 4 Drawer Module (with base)
c. Lower Module with Door
d. Upper Module with lift-up door
e. Single Upper Module with glass door

2. MAISON ARMCHAIR
Armchair module provides ease of 

alternative, while completing its design 

3. LEGATO COFFEE TABLE 
Use of shiny anthracite veneer
metal legs in the black Color and
shiny bronze veneer metal legs
in the white. 

Coffee Table
Side Table
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Boosting a simple and modern look 
with elegant design details,
PIEDRA TV UNIT combines 
functionality with a refined design 
approach. Standing out with its 
special marble-looking cover 
design, the TV bench o�ers 2 
di�erent alternatives as standing 
and boxed, as well as indoor and 
open storage. Emphasizing the 
stylish metal finishes of the series, 
the upper cabinet module pe�ectly 
complements the whole design.
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1. PIEDRA TV UNIT 
Beige - marble pattern and 
rose Color combination, 
special design rose Color 
handles. 
a. TV Bench (with storage)
b. Side Module
c. Closed Cabinet
d. Open Shelf Cabinet

2. PIEDRA ARMCHAIR 

comfortable seating

3. PIEDRA COFFEE TABLE 
Lacquered 100% MDF 
application, rose Color 
metal legs 

Coffee Table
Side Table

4. MARSILYA CARPET 
Cotton viscose blend with 
shiny marble look.
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1. LEGATO WARDROBE 
2 different Color options as black 
and white. 2 drawers in the 2, 3, 4 
and 5-door wardrobes whereas 4 
drawers in the 6-door wardrobe.

Modules
 
Legato 6 Doors Wardrobe   
Other Modules
2 Doors Wardrobe   
3 Doors Wardrobe 
4 Doors Wardrobe 
5 Doors Wardrobe 
6 Doors Folding Wardrobe   
Folding Corner Wardrobe

2. LEGATO HEADBOARD
Young and contemporary design.
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LEGATO BEDROOM has novel, modern and modular 
design. Monochrome style. 2 color alternatives as
black and white. Matte su�aces in black and
glossy su�aces in white.

3. LEGATO CHEST OF DRAWERS 
Metal handle application in

retarding rail system application
Legato 3 Drawer Module 80 cm.

4. LEGATO NIGHTSTAND 
Metal handle application in

retarding rail system application.
Legato Nightstand

5. MIMOSA FLOORLAMP
It has a modern design with
a cream color pleated cap
design and leather details on
the gold gobler painted body.
Mimosa Floor Lamp 160cm

6. MIMOSA LAMP
It has a modern design with
a cream color pleated cap
design and leather details on
the gold gobler painted body.
Mimosa Lamp

7. LEGATO 4 DRAWERS
Standing Module 150 cm



3. BASEL BASE

1. BASEL WARDROBE
Light oakwood and light beige color 
combination. 6 different wardrobe 
alternatives. 

Module
Wardrobe with 5 Doors   
Other Modules
240 cm Wardrobe with Sliding Doors   
220 cm Wardrobe with Sliding Doors  
Wardrobe with 6 Folding Doors 
Wardrobe with 5 Doors   
Wardrobe with 4 Doors  

4. BASEL NIGHTSTAND
Metal nickel colored 
handle design compatible 
with the collection.

2. BASEL HEADBOARD
Contemporary headboard design.
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BASEL BEDROOM where the color application on tone 
for tone and the light color usage is in the frame brings 

a breath of fresh air to the bedrooms with its module 
diversity and di	erent spacious stance.
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Multi-Faceted Modern Design
Bringing a stylish and refined interpretation to the living spaces, the 

BASEL SOFA COLLECTION o�ers a versatile usage advantage with the 
bed function in its 3-seat sofa module.
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1. BASEL SOFA

Bed feature in a 3-seat sofa,          
3 different leg Colors alternatives 
as walnut, oak and anthracite.

Armchair

2. BASEL COFFEE TABLE

table, ellipse application at 
the coffee table, and metal leg 
application at a side table.

Module

Basel Coffee Table Round

Other Modules

Basel Coffee Table Ellipse      

Coffee Table with Drawers 

Basel Side Table

3. STAR FLOOR LAMP

and anthracite Color alternatives.

H: 175 cm
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2. VALS COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coating, geometric 
metal leg.

Coffee Table
Side Table

3. HAMPTON BOOKSHELF
Metal body, lacquered 
unit with 3 different Color 
alternatives.

1. MAYFAIR CORNER 
SOFA COLLECTIONS
Wide seating with supreme 
comfort, high metal legs.

MAYFAIR MODULES
Double Module

Corner Module

Left Armrest Module

Ottoman
Armchair

The New Corner of the Coziness
Sofas, the first things come to mind when comfort is mentioned, are the irreplaceable 
elements of the decoration. The coziness, peace, comfort and sense of belonging in 
the home that are presented by sofas are getting a new dimension with MAYFAIR 
CORNER SOFA COLLECTIONS. The comfort that you are seeking for is going up to its 
maximum level with rich structure, so� texture and large design of MAYFAIR. 

4. NORTE CARPET 

100% wool woven, durable 
with natural threads, 
long life span.
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When properly used, lighting designs with their ability 
to deliver us the desired effect in the decoration, are 
indispensable for a room no matter by what style it 
is decorated.

With the unlimited variety of forms and materials due 

that come to the forefront in the new season, are 
ready to be the star of your decoration.

FOCUS         Shining Charm 
the House



Timeless Aesthetics 
of Comfort

Reflecting the pe�ect harmony of comfort and aesthetics, 
VIENNA LIVING ROOM transforms the indispensable elements 
of modern decoration into timeless aesthetics with its elegant 
design details. Highly comfortable seating area designed with 

the multi-layer hybrid foam completes the decorative pillow 
applications that o�er maximum comfort with their goose 

down feather filling.
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Pile pattern design 
on the back

1. VIENNA SOFA 

design, special stitch details 

throw pillows.
Armchair
Armchair (swivel leg) 

2. VIENNA COFFEE TABLE
Fabric coated coffee table that 
complements design, side 
table options in 2 different 
Color and height alternatives.
Coffee Table

Sewing application 
on back and base
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Luxury Touches of 
Romanticism

Combining contemporary decoration style with eye-catching 
design touches, VIENNA DINING ROOM blends feminine 

design with romantic approach. 

1. VIENNA SIDEBOARD

handling application 
on doors, rose-gold 
Color metal band 
design, 2 drawers with 
spoon holder function 
and 2 different Color 
alternatives. 

2. VIENNA TABLE

Vienna chair (wooden leg)
Vienna chair (metal leg)

OTHER
Highboard

1

2 different Color 
alternatives powder 
and burgundy



Distinctive             
Modern Design
POLKA BEDROOM, comfortable and sporty 
styles interpreted in a modern fashion 
reflects a spacious, stylish and useful 
understanding of decoration. With grey and 
white color options, it adds a sophisticated 
touch to bedrooms.

1. POLKA HEADBOARD
Contemporary and sportive 
design style.

4. POLKA CHEST OF DRAWERS
It offers modular options that meet 
your need with two different chest 
of drawers alternatives.

5. GIO LAMPSHADE

difference with its stylish and
original aesthetics.

2. POLKA BASE

decoration approach.

3. POLKA NIGHTSTAND
2 different colour options as 
grey and white.
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F CUSO
COFFEE
TABLES
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CENTER OF DAYS

In addition to their functionality, being the most distinctive complement of decorations with a 
variety of designs, co�ee tables stand out as a striking detail in the bold and eclectic decorations 
of the new season. Sometimes enriching decorative harmony and sometimes creating impressive 
contrasts, co�ee tables are placed in the center of living spaces with simple yet free touches.

Drawing attention with its above-the-line designs and innovative style, Enza Home co�ee table 
collection puts its signature under impressive combinations in the footsteps of season trends.



Accompanied by our expert interior 
architects, decoration solutions tailored to 

your budget and style with 3D drawings made 
according to the dimensions of your space, 

turns into reality as you imagined. A pleasant 
interior architect design process that you 

decide is waiting for you.

With Enza Home interior architecture service, we bring 
you together with our team of interior architects, who 
are experts in their fields, to realize the transformation 
you desire in your living spaces. 

Our interior architects are ready to create spaces 
suitable for your wishes both visually and functionally 
with their contemporary design approaches that 
capture the decoration trends suitable for your budget 
and style. A creative and extremely enjoyable design 
journey awaits you with our interior architect team, 
who will advise you with their expert opinions and 
suggestions at every stage from the first meeting to 3D 
drawings, from creating a shopping list to the moment 
of application.

Interior Architect Mevhibe Koç - Panora Enza Home

Interior Architect Hazel Çağlar
Yakacık Enza Home

Interior Architect Cemre Kaplan
Ayaşyolu Enza Home

Interior Architect Özgül Yıldız
İstanbulyolu Enza Home

You imagine 
WE DESIGN

ARCHITECTS

DESIGN WITH 



www.enzahome.pk Enza.Pakistan enzahomepakistan

3041117200

ENZA HOME LAHORE 
SHOWROOM 

118 MB, DHA Phase 6, Main 
Boulevard 

Everyone dreams of a comfortable sleep.
Yataş Bedding turns those dreams into reality.

ENZA HOME ISLAMABAD 
DHA SHOWROOM

Main G.T Road, Opposite 
Giga Mall

ENZA HOME ISLAMABAD 
I-9 SHOWROOM

Plot no 385, St 16, Industrial 
Area, Sector I-9

Yataş Bedding is the “Sleep Health” and “Bedroom Decoration World” brand of Yataş Group, where mattresses, bases, headboards, pillows, quilts, 
colorful home textiles, a ce�ain number of sofa beds and complementary products for bedroom decoration are sold together.


